
 

 

The Amazon Accelerator: Your Actionable Video Series Prompt 

 

PROMPT 1 - 

 

Generate an Amazon product title and 5 bullet points for the "{{BrandName}}" {{Main Products}} with 

the following requirements: 

1. The brand name is "{{BrandName}}" and it should be in uppercase at the beginning of the title. 

2. Include the keywords {{keywords}} 

3. Ensure that the title is in title case (capitalizing the first letter of each word). 

4. The title should be between 200 to 250 characters, using relevant words if necessary to reach the 

minimum character count. 

5. Convert these benefits into 5 features {{benefits}}. Include keywords as well. 

6. Ensure that features should be 2500 characters all in sentence case. 

 

PROMPT 2 -  

$prompt = "Generate an Amazon product title and bullet points for \"{{brand name}}\", {{main product}} 

with the following keywords: {{$keywords}} and benefits: {{$benefits}}. Ensure the title is in title case 

and between 200-250 characters. The bullet points should be 2000-2500 characters and in sentence 

case."; 

Brand name = amz 

main product = copper bottle 

keywords =  "leak proof," "rust free," "authentic," 1000ml", "pure," and "copper bottle" 

benefits = "LIGHTWEIGHT AND LEAK-PROOF","ECO-FRIENDLY AND BIODEGRADABLE","BLACK SPOTS", 

"ERGONOMIC SIZE AND DESIGN" 

PROMPT 3 – 

"Generate an Amazon product title, bullet points and product description for \"{{brand name}}\", {{main 

product}} with the following keywords: {{$keywords}} and benefits: {{$benefits}}. Ensure the title is in 

title case and between 200-250 characters.The bullet points should be 2000 characters and in sentence 

case. Based on the brief benefits and keywords create a product description with 2500 characters"; 



 

 

 

 

 

example - 

 

PLS GENERATE BELOW INFROMATION FOR TITLE AND BULLET POINTS. 

brand name - kritika 

main product : Car Rever se Parking Sensor 

keywords - LED Display, Buzzer and Ultrasonic Reverse Parking Auto Object Detectors (Black) 

benefits - ALL WEATHER PARKING SENSORS,LED DISPLAY,UNIVERSAL APPLICABILITY,DISTANCE- up to 2 

meters. 

PROMPT  4 - 

I have uploaded 10+ reviews for product copper bottle. Please answer all my questions - 

1. Create a list of negative reviews and tell me how can i solve the problem in my product. 

2. Provide me some tips for product customisation. 

3. what addons i can add with this product that is cheaper, lightweight. 

4. What are my target audience and how can i make this product best seller in amazon india.  

5. suggest me 10 [Product Name] profitable niches 

6. Write a list of 5 FAQ's for [Product Name] and its answers. 

 

Prompt 5 - 
 

Create a story for my brand [BRAND NAME] where i sell [PRODUCT NAME. 

 

PROMPT 6 – 

can you create a social media content for "copper bottle" brand name -"Copika". here what I need - 



 

 

1. Create a coupon and offer a 10%off. Coupon name "COPIKA10" 

2. Create  a blog post that show benefits of using copper bottle and provide my amazon store front link 

 

3. can you create  a fb page for my post related to Copika Copper bottle and its benefits. 

4. Write a compelling description highlighting its unique feature like leakproof, bottle with bag. 

  

 


